IAPS-funded pupils 2019-20
Pupil A
“He is such a fantastic little boy; he encapsulates all of the ingredients that one hopes for in
a little boy! He is enthusiastic, energetic and full of ideas. He is developing his collaborative
and leading skills which shine through especially on our Welly Wednesday sessions where
he relishes in taking risks, solving problems and leading younger pupils. Our focus on the
character strengths of learning, and our creative curriculum, allows him to thrive, developing
his life skills alongside his academic studies. He asks thoughtful questions to further his
knowledge, he is knowledgable and he is not afraid to get stuck in, make a mess and make
mistakes. He is progressing well in his literacy and mathematics and is a very motivated
young chap. He has formed some excellent friendships and is very well bonded with his
peers, some of which will no doubt be friends for life.”

Pupil B
“We are, as always, grateful for the support that the trust offers our pupil but this year, in
particular, it has helped significantly with the extra challenges imposed on the family by the
virus. Please convey our thanks to the trustees.”

Pupil C
“I have been able to learn so much more than at my last school and I've made some good
friends - they make my days easier. Teachers and other adults give me help too and show
me kindness.”
Pupil D
"I love doing PE at school because they do games. I also really love playing in the classroom
with the babies and playing at schools with my friends."

Pupil E
“The thing I have most enjoyed is learnt about Tutankhamun and the Ancient Egyptians. I
know lots of facts about it and I am really proud of my River Nile poster”.

Pupil F
“I LOVE HOCKEY AND NETBALL BECAUSE I CAN PLAY SPORT WITH ALL MY
FRIENDS. I REALLY LOVE WRITING, I HAVE WRITTEN AN AUTIOBIOGRAPHY OF A
GLADIATOR CALLED LUCIUS, LUCIUS WAS TRAINED IN ROME BY THE CHIEF
GLADIATOR! I LOVE ART BECAUSE YOU CAN BE IMAGINATIVE. AT BREAK I PLAY IN
REDWOOD OR THE WOODS AND ITS REALLY FUN.”

Pupil G

Pupil H
‘He likes playing with Lego at school. He can dress himself and is becoming quite
independent. Mum says he really listens to his teachers and does what they say which he
didn’t do before.’

